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kidney society
(Auckland based), covering the Northland, Auckland, Waikato,
Bay of Plenty, Lakes, Tairawhiti & Hawke’s Bay regions

‘helping people with kidney failure get on with life’

Shayla Akuhata
(on the right)
called into the
Kidney Society
centre to collect their
Christmas
raffle prize

The Kidney Society News is proudly supported by our printers

Kidney Society “who, what, where”
P O Box 97026 Manukau City, Auckland 2241;
Phone 09 278 1321, or FREEPHONE 0800 235 711
e-mail: kidneysociety@adks.co.nz www.kidneysociety.co.nz
Kidney Society Centre, Auckland: 5 Swaffield Road, Papatoetoe, Auckland
2025. Office hours: generally 9 - 5 Monday to Friday, Answerphone a/hrs
Nora our Manager writes
the News, talks to renal staff
on behalf of everyone registered with the Society
and is responsible for funding, service design and
quality.

Gina our Office Manager is in
charge of running the office,
the community houses, raffles,
events organising and general administration.

Natalie our Social Worker
can talk to you about
“kidney failure and you”,
money, family, housing and
many other practical and
personal matters.

Tracey our Wellness Educator
can help you keep mobile
and feel good “the gentle” or
“the active way. She can find
you a gym or give you exercises for at home.

Brian our Community
Health Educator can help
you understand kidney
failure and treatments and
how these things affects
you and your family.

Matt our Caretaker is
responsible for maintaining
our centre and our
community houses, vehicles
and equipment.

Kitty our Office Assistant,
manages mailouts,
TradeMe sales, raffle ticket
production, answers
phones and much more.
Jenny keeps an eye on
things at the dialysis
houses, shows new people
how things work and helps
them settle in.

You can contact any of our team
for information or help,
or just a chat, Monday-Friday 9-5
Freephone 0800 235 711
email kidneysociety@adks.co.nz
or just come to the Kidney Society
Centre, 5 Swaffield Road,
Papatoetoe, Auckland. It will be
nice to see you!

0800 235 711
Contributions to the Kidney Society News are always welcome.
To be in time for the next News, please get your contributions to us
before Monday 18 March
Why not write us a story or send us a photo!
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Home Visits, Tauranga
Wednesday 12 and Friday 14 February
If you would like a visit, phone 0800 235 711 or email brian@adks.co.nz

Pre Dialysis Education, Tauranga
with the Waikato Pre-Dialysis team and Brian
from the Kidney Society
Thursday 13 February, 10 am – 2 pm
St George’s Anglican Church Lounge
1 Church Street, Gate Pa, Tauranga
For information contact Pre-Dialysis Nurse Specialist Mark Hodge on
mob. 021 759 561 or contact Brian on 0800 235 711, email
brian@adks.co.nz

TAURANGA EVENING TRANSPLANT GET-TOGETHER
FOR PEOPLE WHO HAVE A TRANSPLANT, OR ARE GETTING
READY FOR ONE, AS WELL AS DONORS AND SUPPORTERS
hosted by Brian from the Kidney Society
If you have not seen or heard from any of our team during the year
this is an opportunity for us to catch up. It is also a chance to meet
others with a transplant, or if you are getting ready for a transplant, to
meet people who already have one.
Thursday 13 February, 7 pm – 9 pm
St George’s Anglican Church Lounge, 1 Church Street, Gate Pa,
Tauranga
This event will only go ahead if we have enough people telling us they
plan to come. To book, please call Brian on 0800 235 711 or email
him, brian@adks.co.nz

HOME VISITS HAWKE’S BAY
Tuesday 18 and Thursday 20 February
If you would like a visit, phone 0800 235 711 or email brian@adks.co.nz
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HOME VISITS GISBORNE
Thursday 5 March
If you would like a visit, phone 0800 235 711 or email brian@adks.co.nz

Pre Dialysis Education, Gisborne
with the Waikato Pre-Dialysis team and Brian
from the Kidney Society
Friday 6 March, 10 am – 2 pm
St Andrews Presbyterian Church
176 Cobden Street, Gisborne
For information contact Pre-Dialysis Nurse Specialist Mark Hodge on
mob. 021 759 561 or contact Brian on 0800 235 711, email
brian@adks.co.nz

Pre Dialysis Education EVENING, Mangere
with the Counties Manukau Pre-Dialysis team and Brian
from the Kidney Society
Tuesday 10 March, 7.00 – 9.00 pm
Selwyn Anglican Community Hall,
cnr Massey Road and Hain Avenue, Mangere East
For information contact Nogi Pre-Dialysis Nurse Specialist,
ph (09) 276 0044 ext 2246 or contact Brian on 0800 235 711, email
brian@adks.co.nz
,

HOME VISITS WAIKATO
Tuesday 24 March: Tokoroa
Wednesday 25 March: Taupo and Murupara
Thursday 26 March: Turangi and Taupo
Friday 27 March: Tokoroa and Putaruru
If you would like a visit, phone 0800 235 711 or email brian@adks.co.nz
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Is alkaline water really better for you?
Some of our readers have told us that they believe that
alkaline water is healthy and better for people than
standard water.
Kangen water is one brand of alkaline water you have
told us about, but there are some other brands available
in New Zealand.
When we asked some of our kidney doctors about it, they
said that there is not much proof that alkaline water is
especially good for people, but that some people who
drink it say they believe it is good for them.

But they also said that if you have chronic kidney disease
this water could be dangerous for you.
What can happen if you drink too much alkaline water?
In a real life example, a family member
encouraged someone on haemodialysis
to drink 5 litres of alkaline water within 3
days.
This ended up being very dangerous and if urgent dialysis had not
been done, the person could have died.

Your blood needs the right balance of
acid and alkali levels to function properly.
This is called the acid-base balance.

Acid Alkali Balance is important in the
human body
Keeping the acid and alkali in balance is
very important if you have kidney disease
The body of someone with kidney disease tends to have too much
acid. To restore the balance, sodium bicarbonate tablets (Sodibic),
haemodialysis or peritoneal dialysis provide a safe amount of alkali
to the body. This helps to restore some of the acid imbalance in the
body.
Also, working with a dietitian to ensure you eat the right foods for
kidney disease is important.

What does Alkali Mean?
Alkaline and Acidic are opposites

Alkaline

Acidic

Alkaline is the opposite of Acidic

Acidic is the opposite of Alkaline

An example of something that is
alkaline is baking soda.

An example of something that is
acidic is vinegar.

The taste of something
line is often bitter.

The taste of something acidic is
often sour.

alka-

How does the body regulate alkalinity?
In the human body, the level of acidity/alkalinity is kept in very tight
balance.
Normal bodily functions produce acid.
The kidneys and the lungs keep a person’s acid/alkaline levels very
balanced despite the different foods and lifestyles around the world.
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Are all alkaline things definitely good for the body?
Drinking or eating of anything that is very acidic or alkaline is
dangerous to the body.
For example, household bleach is highly alkaline and if you are not
careful it could burn the skin.
You will see that there are strong warnings on bottles of bleach in
your home against drinking it, as it would cause you to be very sick
and do great damage to your stomach if you
drink it.

Main Points about Alkaline Water:
•
•
•
•
•

The evidence around alkaline water is weak.
It is not good for the body to be too acidic or
too alkaline, and
the body already has ways to keep in balance.
Your kidney doctors know how chronic kidney disease affects the
acid-alkaline balance in the body.
They will start treatments to restore the body’s balance if that is
needed.

You can read more about alkaline water on Healthline
https://www.healthline.com/health/food-nutrition/alkaline-waterbenefits-risks or google alkaline water Healthline NZ

What should you do if you are
told that there is something new
that can give you better health?
If you have chronic kidney disease and someone suggests you try a
new health product, it is best to talk with your doctors or dietitian
before you try it.
They will keep an open mind, look into the proof behind the
product, and then give you the best advice they can.
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Connecting people with each other
by phone, email, face to face
Are you pre-dialysis trying to get to grips with kidney failure?
Are you on dialysis or have a transplant or
are you waiting to have one ?
You may find it helpful to have contact with
one or more experienced people.
Brian or Natalie at the Kidney Society can put you in touch
with someone ’like you’ to talk to. 0800 235 711
•
•

Summer is here – It’s salad time
Making tasty, easy salads is a great way to increase your fruit and
vegetable intake. But knowing where to start or breaking up your
usual routine can be tricky.
Here are a few quick, easy and inexpensive salad recipes that are
perfect for summer. From classic favourites like pasta salad to refreshing options like watermelon and cucumber salad.

Sweetcorn and green pea pasta salad - An easy cold pasta
salad , Total Cost $2.30 for 2-3 people *

Mix cooked pasta, peas
and sweetcorn together
with a lite mayonnaise
dressing.
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Apple, cabbage and sultana coleslaw - delicious crunchy
coleslaw

Mix shredded cabbage, grated apple and sultanas together.

Toss through yoghurt dressing:
1 tablespoon lemon juice

Total Cost $2.22 for 2-3 people *

Watermelon, mint and cucumber salad - a refreshing salad
for a hot day

Chop mint, cucumber,
and watermelon.
Mix and enjoy!

Total Cost $ 2.80 (excluding mint) 2-3 people *
* Please note we used Pak’nSave food prices online, January 2020.
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Will it raise my potassium levels?
It is important to remember that you can enjoy eating a variety of
foods (e.g. cherry tomatoes, watermelon, sultanas) however you
may need to be mindful of the amounts when considering higher
potassium foods. If in doubt consult with your dietitian.
What are some more easy salad ideas?
Cucumber salad with garlic dressing
Couscous, green capsicum and red onion salad with honey
mustard sauce
• Carrot and chickpea salad with honey coriander dressing
For even more ideas, check out:
•
•

Vegetables NZ
www.vegetables.co.nz/recipes
NZ Heart Foundation
www.heartfoundatation.org.nz/wellbeing/healthy-recipes
• Diabetes NZ
www.diabetes.org.nz/recipes-salad
These are a few ideas, please talk to your dietitian for further information.
•
•

The information contained in this article is designed to provide helpful information to most people. It may not be applicable to all readers as individual dietary requirements differ.
Renal Dietitians, Jenny Robb and Jessie Casas, ADHB, on behalf of
Auckland Regional Renal Dietitians.

Raffle Results
Christmas Raffle 194
Drawn Monday 16th December 2019
1st Prize:
2nd Prize:
3rd Prize:
4th Prize:
5th Prize:

Ticket 2181
Ticket 3250
Ticket 2927
Ticket 1637
Ticket 1043

Kevin Robinson
Shenella Karama
Mary Moleni
Elizabeth Knuckey
June Gaylard
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Swim Suits for All
Feel comfortable in your
swim suit
Plus Size Swimwear
Options
With the warmer weather the water can be a great place for exercise, and with NZ having some of the most beautiful beaches and
excellent community pools there are many options.
Often the most difficult thing is to find suitable swimwear. Finding
something you feel comfortable in and reasonably priced can also
be a challenge.
Most New Zealand community pools have rules for what you are
able to wear in the pool. Below is a typical sign at most NZ

community based aquatic centres that shows what acceptable swimwear is:
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Many people like to wear board shorts and a rash shirt, they
offer a little more cover up and are much easier to get in and
out of.
RASH SHIRTS are community pool approved t-shirts that are
made of a swimwear type fabric. They are also very good for
extra sun protection.
If you want a larger size it is better to buy menswear rash shirts
and even board shorts as there is a better range of sizes for
less cost.
The men’s section in Kmart and The Warehouse have reasonably
priced rash shirts ($10-$30), that go up to 2XL at Kmart and 6XL at The
Warehouse.
Try shopping online
The online selections for both of these stores seem to be better and
cheaper than instore.
In fact it seems that online is a good place to find suitable swimwear
as there is a bigger selection and it is often cheaper than in store.
Obviously the only downside is you cannot try before you buy!
Below is a list of websites that have a good selection of swimwear.
www.kmart.co.nz
www.thewarehouse.co.nz
www.smwr.co.nz
www.covertogs.co.nz
www.millersfashion.co.nz
www.modilly.com
www.ezibuy.com
www.curvyswimwear.com.au
www.farmers.co.nz
To talk about how swimming can be good exercise for you, contact
Tracey Drinkwater, Kidney Society Wellness Educator
0800 235 711 or email Tracey@adks.co.nz
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All dialysis units should have guidelines on
swimming for people on Peritoneal dialysis.
Always check with your clinic’s PD nurse
before you go swimming for the first time.
Read more on this website:
https://www.rsnhope.org/ask-thehealthcare-pro/can-i-go-swimming-onperitoneal-dialysis/

Did you know…
that the Kidney Society relies almost entirely on grants,
donations and membership subscriptions to fund our
client services? Last year this cost more than $500,000.
While all our services including the News are free, you can
help:
•
•
•
•
•

by becoming a financial member for $20 per year
by making a one off or a regular money donation
by buying tickets in our annual raffle
by donating high value goods for us to sell on TradeMe
by donating new items to use as raffle prizes

To find out how you can help, contact Gina on 0800 235 711 or email
gina@adks.co.nz
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Your fundraising
19th November 2019 to 14th January 2020
Subscriptions

$ 208

Member donations

$ 645

In Memoriam donations

$ 525

Raffles

$ 873

Total

$2,251

in Memoriam Donations
Donations were received In memory of
Kenneth Bray, Robin Sumner and Peter
McNae. These gifts, like all donations and gifts
made in someone’s memory are used with
care towards our services for people with
kidney failure.

Since the last News, we received the following
grants:
•

St Joan’s Trust $6,000 for our services for older people

•

Frimley Foundation $5,000 for services in Hawke’s Bay

•

Four Winds Foundation $15,000 for the salary of our Social Worker

•

N H Taylor Charitable Trust $15,000 for operating costs

•

Trust Waikato $9,000 for Services in the Waikato region

•

Ted & Mollie Carr Endowment Trust $30,000 for operating costs in
Auckland

It is wonderful to get so much local support throughout the regions
we cover. Thank you so much!
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Information in the News and Kidney Society
leaflets is intended to interest and inform.
Your doctor, nurse or dietitian are the only
people who can give you the right medical
and dietary advice.

A Shoppers Guide to Walking
(by Tracey Drinkwater, Kidney Society Wellness Educator)

I recently visited a client who lives in a rest home.
She had been trying to increase her walking distance
and had a goal of being able to walk 1 km on her non
dialysis days.
She was struggling with walking outside due to the weather, uneven
and steep footpaths and general safety concerns in case she fell or
wasn’t managing.
On her non-dialysis days she walks to the dining room for breakfast,
lunch and dinner.
Using a clever app we measured this distance and worked out it
was in total over half a km. The corridors in the rest home are very
long, wide and very safe so we were able to work out different
routes she could use to increase the walks to the dinning room or
add in a fourth walk for the day to get her to her 1km goal.
Many people we talk to want to increase the distance they can
walk safely and comfortably. For some people the great outdoors
may not be an ideal place to start or even use regularly due to
weather and just general safety.
Malls and shops can be safer for walking than streets and parks.
Malls are often popular but large stores like Bunnings, Mitre 10 and
Supermarkets such as Pak’ n Save can be just a good.
I meet many people who say they stay at home or sit in the car while
the family goes shopping but perhaps they could start with walking
15

from the car into the entrance and then sitting and waiting for the
family to finish.
If you do not feel ready to tackle the entire supermarket, then pick
only a few isles to go up and down and you can slowly add in extra
isles over time. (Maybe miss some of the “NAUGHTY” ones)!! There
are often places to sit and rest, like this bench in New Lynn Bunnings
right in the middle of the store!

There are rest rooms available and people around if you need any
assistance. They are well lit and there are no bumpy foot paths or
crazy scooter riders to increase the risk of falling.
I did some research and found that a few of the Bunnings, Pak’n
Saves and Countdowns are around a 1km in total from the entrance
and up and down all of the isles.
Obviously some stores may vary but most will be close. If you want to
increase the distance then you can park at the far end of the carpark to add in some extra meters. For those who often catch a bus
or train to do their shopping you are probably covering a lot more
distance than you realised.
Some people like to hold on to a trolley as they feel more confident
holding on to something when they walk. The only issue is that you
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do need to be aware of your posture: do not lean heavily onto the
trolley as that is not good for your neck or shoulders.
The only downside to walking inside of shops is buying things that
you do not need…so maybe leave your wallet at home!!!
There are apps that track how far you walk.
The apps below are all available for free, although they also have an
opportunity for an upgrade or in-app purchases, but you do not
have to do this if you just want the basics.
Map My Walk NZ

https://www.mapmywalk.com/

nz.mapometer.com

https://nz.mapometer.com/

…And also Health Navigator NZ have a free app for tracking your
daily steps. Google Health Navigator NZ walking app or go to
https://www.healthnavigator.org.nz/apps/p/pedometer-app/
If you want to talk to me about this, or anything else to do with
improving your fitness and mobility, call me!
Tracey Drinkwater, Kidney Society Wellness Educator
Phone 0800 235 711 or email tracey@adks.co.nz

Are you ruining my Life?
This is a home haemo partner’s story from long ago, but other than
now having newer machines
and often doing longer hours
on dialysis, the story could be
written today.
And on a bad day, a smile, a
bit of humour and self reflection
may just help!
“The last time my husband was
in hospital for haemodialysis, a
young man in the next bed was
out of harmony with his wife.
Suddenly she shouted .. "You
don't realise you are ruining my
life".
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This made me think - has my life as a carer for 20 years been ruined?
Peter's polycystic kidneys were diagnosed in 1977 when he was 46.
There were many anxious and tearful moments as dialysis became
part of a different life.
I left my teaching job to become a home tutor to sick children in the
mornings.
I became a clock- watcher - any delay getting Peter on dialysis
meant a later time getting him 'off' after 8 hours..
I became a keen gardener - a shout from the bedroom window was
enough to bring me running! I went to a weekly art class, a hobby I
could practice confined to the house.
We got hardened to explaining to wine waiters that Peter shouldn't
drink wine and my mother never could accept that he didn't want a
full cup of tea.
It's not all sweetness and light being a carer. Tempers become
frayed by both partners.
One has to put up with irritability and unfair criticism, but if the partner says 'sorry', then it alleviates hurt feelings.
One can only be ill on non-dialysis days and 36 hours in bed with 'flu
is the maximum.
Even with a streaming cold, needles have to be put in - and you
stand on one leg if you have sprained your ankle! The mental and
physical strain is tiring.
My husband had a breakdown and took early retirement. A transplant in 1995 failed after 7 months and he was back on dialysis, very
anaemic, lethargic and apathetic.
It was hard not to give in to despair. I am back to manoeuvring a
very heavy machine and, being 20 years older, I don't find it easy.
But, Peter now dialyses for 4 hours; he is feeling better mentally and
physically and I am happier to see improvements in his condition.
It is best to accept one's lot, to be content and not hanker after the
unobtainable. Yes, my life has been restricted to an extent, but not
entirely.
It certainly has not been ruined.”
Sybil Humphreys in “Kidney Life” magazine of the National Kidney
Federation, UK, Autumn 1998
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Kidney Society PD BELTS: a simple, cost effective solution to keep your catheter safe.
Small-Xlarge.
Cost: $25 each, add $3 p&p per order.
Phone Gina on 0800 235 711 to order. For
information about the right size for you and how to wear them,
phone Brian, 0800 235 711 for advice.

Cook for Life Book, $10
Contact Gina at the Kidney Society,
gina@adks.co.nz , 0800 235 711 to order a
Cook for Life Book. Cost: $10 for people
registered with the Kidney Society, others
$20, postage included.
Fistula Cover
Looking after your fistula or graft with a fistula cover
There are various reasons why people like to cover
their fistula, especially if it is ‘well used’ and getting
rather big. Some people don’t like how it looks,
others want to make sure they don’t damage their
fistula. It is only light protection, but it helps avoid
scratches and can help remind you it is there!
Fistula Cover, lower arm, black only.
Length 18 cm or 21 cm, longer by request. Special price for Kidney
Society registered haemodialysis patients only: $5 each or 2 for $10
Phone the Kidney Society on 0800 235 711 for information or to
order, or mail cash/cheque to Kidney Society, P O Box 97026,
Manukau City, Auckland 2241, or call in at the Centre, 5 Swaffield
Road, Papatoetoe, Auckland.
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Pictures explain things better than words
Where will my new kidney go?
What happens to my own kidneys?

This picture shows where the donor’s
kidney goes

These are your own kidneys that have stopped working

(they are usually left where they are)
The kidney from your donor is put here.
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Adrienne Smith, secretary of the NZ Transplant Games Association
sent us this email:
“Please find attached the most recent newsletters from the NZ
Transplant Games Association. Please share these with any people
who you think may be interested, we are always endeavouring to
encourage more recipients and supporters to enjoy the experience
of attending Transplant Games. There is a contingent of NZ team
members who usually attend the Australian Transplant Games and
alternative years the World Transplant Games. Information on both
these in the newsletters.
Many thanks for sharing this information. Please also feel free to print
these out and leave on noticeboards or any other areas where they
can be read.”
Kind regards
Adrienne Smith
You can make contact with the Association via their website
http://transplantnewzealand.org.nz/
or google NZ Transplant Games Association
to read their January Newsletter follow this link:
http://transplantnewzealand.org.nz/newsletters/NZTG%20newsletter
%20january%202020.pdf
http://transplantnewzealand.org.nz/contact.aspx
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Sciatica Pain and Exercise
Sciatica is a term that describes symptoms of pain, numbness
and/or weakness that radiate along the sciatic nerve from the lower
back to the buttocks and leg.
Factors that increase the likelihood of
developing sciatica include:
Older age
Pregnancy
Being overweight
Smoking
Jobs that involve twisting of the
back or carrying heavy loads
• Sitting for long periods.
To make a diagnosis you will need to talk
to a doctor who will ask about the nature and duration of the symptoms, and
what action or event led to the onset of
the pain. They will assess neurological
function by checking the strength, sensation and reflexes in the legs.
•
•
•
•
•

For many clients on dialysis sitting for long periods of time and loss of
muscle can be a cause of sciatic pain. For Peritoneal Dialysis clients
the extra weight of the fluid can put pressure on the sciatic nerve.
Many clients have found that gentle stretches and exercise can not
only relieve symptoms but if done regularly prevent the pain from returning.
Most of these stretches and exercises are very simple and can be
done sitting in a chair or lying on your bed.
It is also important to look at HOW you are sitting and sometimes adjusting your regular sitting or lying position, especially if you sit on dialysis for long periods of time. Small adjustments to your posture and
pillow support can reduce the discomfort and pain.
If you are suffering from sciatic or lower back pain you can contact
Tracey our Wellness Educator Tracey about safe and suitable
stretches and exercise.
Phone 0800 235 711 or email tracey@akds.co.nz.
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Changes to the free dialysis transport service in
Auckland mean people have to pay to travel to clinics. A HALF PRICE TAXI TOTAL MOBILITY CARD
gives people who qualify a 50% discount on taxis.
Call the Kidney Society, 0800 235711 to find out if
you could get one of these cards.
Gail, who is on home haemo on Waiheke Island wrote to ask us to
write about Total Mobility Cards:
“A few months ago, I contacted Leigh to ask her about help to get a
Total Mobility Card after a taxi driver told me I should have one. It
was arranged that I should meet with Tracey who helped me with
forms, photo etc. and I received my card. I am very grateful for this
because I live on Waiheke, so travel is difficult and expensive for me.
I used my card yesterday to go to the home haemo unit at Greenlane for a clinic appointment.
When I was there, all the talk was about the fact that patients are no
longer able to have free taxis to the unit. Obviously, this impacts very
badly on some patients as they are unable to attend the clinic, and
people who are in for treatment or training are often not well
enough to use public transport, particularly after coming off dialysis.
(They do still get transport refunded if they go in more than 22 times
a month ).
I would think a majority of these patients would be eligible for a Total
Mobility Card, but know nothing about it. It turns out that the staff at
the unit don't know about it either. I wonder if it would be possible for
you to run an article about this in your newsletter, and how folk can
apply? Maybe some information at the home units etc too? I think it
would be a huge help to people and as I said, I wouldn't have
known about it if the Taxi driver hadn't pointed it out. I have spent a
lot of money unnecessarily over the last two years I've been on dialysis. Also, I looked up the phone number on the Internet, and wasn't
really given any useful help until I contacted Leigh, so it's not an easy
process to do independently.
Many thanks for your help in getting me my card.
Kind regards, Gail
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Thank you Gail, valid points, however…..

Getting information to the many people who are
not registered with the Society is a challenge!
It is not surprising that many staff members at the units know nothing
about things like Total Mobility, they cannot know everything that is
available but we are fairly sure they all do know about the Kidney
Society. There are posters and leaflets and free copies of the Kidney
Society News in all units
We frequently encourage renal staff to refer people to us for support
and extras such as assessment for Total Mobility cards and many
other things – too many to mention. Unfortunately this does not happen nearly as often as you would expect – considering the many
benefits that being part of the Kidney Society have for their patients.
We make it our job to be up to date with information about benefits
and services that some of our clients may need or qualify for. We often write about these services in the News.

However, we can't offer support, or even send the News to
patients we do not know about and we know that many people miss out on lots of free support.
We also know that many people find it difficult to contact us
and may prefer for someone else, like their nurse, to do this for
them.
So please…..
This is a friendly request to renal staff reading this:
All you need to do is ask your patient’s permission to pass their name
and phone number on to the Kidney Society – then email these to us.
Our team will then call your patient, explain what we have to offer
and ask whether they want to register with the Society for lifelong
free services. If they don’t, then we destroy all their contact details.
To make a referral you can email kidneysociety@adks.co.nz.
There is no need to give a reason for the referral: just their name,
and their phone number.
We make contact and do the rest!
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Total Mobility Scheme
Total Mobility is a national discount transport service provided
around the country for people with impairments who are assessed as
being unable to easily use public transport.
This assistance is provided to eligible, registered individuals in the
form of subsidised door-to-door transport services wherever TM
transport providers (usually taxis) operate.
The scheme provides a discount (usually 50%) off the normal taxi
fare and you pay the remainder of the fare to the taxi driver when
you exit the taxi.
In some parts of New Zealand the amount you can use or claim is
capped and in others it is not. In Auckland the maximum discount is
$40 per trip.
In Auckland the Kidney Society (0800 235 711) administers the
scheme alongside a number of other agencies and local support
groups. Assessments by our staff are free, and this includes taking the
photo for your card. You just need to pay the $10 Auckland Transport
charge for the Total Mobility Card itself.
Please note that the Kidney Society does not run the Total Mobility
Scheme, we just do the assessments, send off your application to
Auckland Transport and pass on the $10 fee.

The easiest way to find out how the TM scheme
works, whether you are eligible and how you can
be assessed is to phone the Kidney Society on
0800 235 711.
For our readers outside Auckland, you can call
CCS Disability Action on 0800 227 225 and ask
how to contact your local branch.
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Choosing Your Treatment
this is just a extract of the text, to get the full benefit of the information and access the on-line decision tool please go to
https://www.homedialysis.org/life-at-home/choosing-your-treatment

How do you choose a treatment when you don't want any of them?
This is what some people with kidney failure ask themselves. You
don't want dialysis! You want your life to stay the way it was. And a
kidney transplant sounds like it would be most like your old life, but it
could take years to get one (if you even can).
Maybe you know someone who was on dialysis and had a hard
time. Or, you may not like the word—which sounds like die-alysis.
And, "end-stage renal disease" sounds like it must be the end of your
life. But, it doesn't have to be. We know a number of people who
have lived for decades after their kidneys failed. It is possible to have
a good life—even on dialysis.
The good news in all of this is that there are treatments that can
keep you alive. It wasn't that long ago (the early 1960s) when that
was not the case. People with far too many other serious illnesses
don't have a treatment at all—let alone options. You do.
Just 10 years ago, there were really only two dialysis choices:
•

Haemodialysis (HD) in a clinic

•

Peritoneal dialysis (PD) at home

Today, you have more options. There are two ways to do PD. Three
ways to do home HD. And, even in-centre, some clinics do long
treatments in the afternoon or at night—not just short ones during the
day. And, if you try an option and you don't like it, you can try a different one.
Don't get too caught up in the details of the treatments quite yet.
They ALL look scary when you don't know about them. You may
think, "I could never do that." And, like thousands of others, you might
just surprise yourself with what you can do!
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We did a study not too long ago. We talked to people who chose
home treatment and others in the same clinics who had the chance
to go home, but said no. There was only one big difference between
the groups: Confidence. If you choose a home option, you won't go
home unless you and your training nurse both feel confident that you
will succeed.
Think About What Matters Most To You
Dialysis can affect every part of your life. So, before you think about
which treatment you might be willing to do, first think about what
you want your life to look like. Focus on the positive things first—what
you DO want. These might be things like:
•

•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

I want to eat chocolate. Or cheese. Or tomatoes. I want to
eat my favorite foods—but not have to think too much about
it or take lots of pills with each meal.
I want to drink a glass of iced tea or a beer on a hot day and
not have to worry about a fluid limit.
I want to keep my job so I can pay my bills or send my kids to
school.
I want my treatments to fit into my week, so my life does not
have to revolve around dialysis.
I want to travel!
I want to have a baby.
I want to have a healthy sex life.
I want to feel well and have energy and sleep well.
I want to live to see my kids—or grandkids—grow up.

Then, you can focus on what you don't want. These might be things
like:
• I don't want to spend a lot of time in the hospital.
• I don't want to feel like a burden on others.
• I don't want to go four days a week without having my blood
cleaned.
• I don't want to have a heart attack or a stroke.
• I don't want to have to cook special meals from scratch every day.
• I don't want to have to go to a clinic three times a week for a
few hours.
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I don't want to have a machine and supplies for dialysis in my
home.
• I don't want to take dozens of pills every day (and pay for
them).
Your list will be unique to you. And what is MOST important on your list
is unique to you as well. You know your life best. You know your goals
and hopes and dreams. Figure out what matters most to you. Then,
when you learn about the treatment options, you can think about
which ones will give you the best chance of living the life you want.
•

Read Stories and Watch Videos from patients just like you. They will
help you see what life can look like with home dialysis - you can
have a good life!.
We Built A Tool To Make It Easier For You - My Life, My Dialysis Choice
This tool will help you choose the right treatment for you so you can
feel your best and live the way you want to. WHAT MATTERS TO YOU?
• Check the values that matter most to you.
• For each value you select, you'll be able to rate how each
treatment option fits your life.
• We'll show you a summary when you're done.
Click the image below to help you see how each type of dialysis
might affect the things you value most.
https://mydialysischoice.org/

Stackable canisters make great pill containers!
You can make a 7 day tower and
move the empty container to the bottom as you go.
They come in packs of 3 or 5 or more.
They are cheap – a few dollars at your
local $2 shop or at Spotlight, or maybe
a bit more on the internet (Amazon for
instance) so you could even create a
morning, an afternoon and an evening ‘tower’.
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Has your address or phone number changed?
We have no way of knowing unless you tell us. Please remember to
let us know BEFORE you move, or as soon as you have a new phone
number.
The Kidney Society NEWS is FREE for
Auckland/Northland/Waikato/Bay of Plenty/Lakes, Tairawhiti/
Gisborne and Hawke Bay people who are pre-dialysis, on dialysis or
who have a transplant.
others, including supporters, are welcome to subscribe to the Kidney
Society News for $25 per year ( 6 issues).
For changes to our mailing list, to have your name taken off the list or
added to it, or to subscribe, please fill in the form below and send to:
FREEPOST 1875, Kidney Society, P O Box 97026, Manukau City,
Auckland 2241. You can also phone 09 278 1321 or 0800 235 711, or
email kidneysociety@adks.co.nz
Name ………………………………………….…………………………………
Phone ……………..………………………..…email ………………………….
Address …………………………………………………………………………..
…………………………………………………………..………………………….
Please do the following: (tick box)
add my name to your mailing list
(free for Auckland/
Northland/Waikato/Bay of Plenty/Lakes, Tairawhiti/Gisborne and
Hawke’s Bay people who are pre-dialysis, on dialysis or have a kidney transplant).
I have kidney failure
please change my contact details as per above
please take my name off your mailing list
I am a supporter, or a person with kidney failure not living in one
of the regions above. I would like to receive the magazine, please
sign me up as a paying News subscriber, $25 enclosed.
OPTIONAL: please sign me up as a Kidney Society Financial
Member, $20 annual subscription enclosed, or pay to our bank:
123032 0705009 00, remember to add your name and ‘subs’.
Use of your name, address and any other information about you is
exclusive to the Society and its staff for use in the provision of our services to you
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Giveaway for a lucky person on home haemo!
Would you like to win an XBOX 360 WITH
GAMES to pass the time on home
haemo? Vincent Ortiz who has recently
had a transplant wants to give his Xbox
to another person on home haemo.
We have decided between us that a
draw is the best way to pick a winner.
So, you can phone Gina at the Kidney
Society on 0800 235 711 to put your
name in the draw! Last day for entering is Friday 28 February.
Vincent writes:
“I would like to thank you for the support you provided to me when I
was dialysing. The newsletter is a source of wealth of information for
a kidney patient like to survive.
Now that I had been recently transplanted I am tidying up my dialysis room in my house. I boxed my xbox 360 that kept me away from
being bored while doing my 5 hour every session.
I would like to give to someone who is doing home haemodialysis to
use. It is in good condition and I have heaps of games.
Again, thanks heaps.
Regards,
Vincent Ortiz

Joining the Kidney Society is so easy!
If you are reading this and have not yet joined, all you
need to do is
•
•

phone 0800 235 711 for free
email kidneysociety@adks.co.nz

Our services, including the News, are free if you have kidney failure
and live in Northland, Auckland, the Waikato, Bay of Plenty, Lakes,
Tairawhiti and Hawke’s Bay regions.

Call or email us today, we’d love to hear form
you.
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Welcome to Calvert House Tioni!
This is Tioni Vehekiti, trying out his dialysis chair at Calvert House, one
of the three Kidney Society Community Dialysis Houses where Counties Manukau DHB home haemo trained people can come and do
their own dialysis.
You are right in thinking that this chair looks just a little too small for
Tioni…. Fortunately, people often donate recliner chairs for our
houses and by the time Tioni arrived for his first dialysis, he had a
much
bigger
chair waiting for
him.
Tioni is one of 35
people
currently using the
dialysis houses.
There are quite a
few comings and
goings every year
including
people who now
have
transplants and
people who have
decided to take a
machine home.

If you want to
donate a
recliner chair in
good
condition that
you no longer
need, please
phone Gina at
the Kidney
Society, 0800 235 711 or email kidneysociety@adks.co.nz
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If you get stuck with something or don’t
understand a letter or form…
you can call the Kidney Society for free: 0800 235 711. We can help!

Do NOT IGNORE Letters addressed to you from
NASC or WINZ or ACC. If you do, the help you are
getting may be cancelled or stopped.
If you do not understand what it is about, call us!
 If you cant’ get the answers, the information or help you need:
 from a doctor, nurse or other health professional
 from Work and Income (WIINZ), ACC, Needs Assessment
(NASC) or another Government department,
 if you do not understand what they are saying
 if you don’t know what to do
 If you have a letter you do not understand
CALL US! Sometimes we can help you find ‘the words’ to use’ or ‘the
questions’ to ask. If necessary we can speak on your behalf or
maybe go with you to an appointment.
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